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What happens when a no-hands up approach is used in the classroom? 

Clare O’Donnell 

Group 3B 

Rationale 

Through discussion with probationer colleagues from both the primary and secondary sector, 
it was apparent that a common interest in Assessment is for Learning was shared. Through 
further discussions with these colleagues based on observations previously conducted in our 
own classes, it was evident that some reoccurring issues shared by all colleagues were; 

• same students willing to answer questions 
• some students not fully engaged in lessons 
• some students do not attempt to answer questions as they know students who are keen 

to put their hands up to answer questions will get there first 
• many students lack confidence answering out in class. 

Therefore, for our practitioner enquiry, we decided to focus on the area of Assessment is for 
Learning as assessment is a “natural, integral, and essential part of effective learning and 
teaching” (DCSF, 2008). Due to the fact Assessment is for Learning encompasses a variety of 
formative assessment techniques. Professor Dylan William stated that it is only when 
formative assessment is “properly implemented” can student engagement increase, teacher 
satisfaction increase and “unprecedented increase in student achievement” are produced 
(cited in Wiliam, 2009). Therefore, we decided that this practitioner enquiry would have a 
specific focus on investigating what happens when a no-hands up approach is used in the 
classroom. Research shows this strategy; 

• raises the level of focus in the classroom 
• stops children opting out of lessons by allowing others to answer, as no one knows 

who will be picked to answer the question 
• encourages everyone in the class to think about the questions asked 
• stops reinforcing the message that only right answers are wanted (wiliam, 2009). 

 

Aims 

The aims of this practitioner enquiry were to promote pupil participation from those who do 
not normally choose to raise their hands to participate during class discussions and during 
questioning. Another aim of this practitioner enquiry was to encourage whole class 
engagement during lessons in the hope that this would lead to improvement in pupil 
achievement and learning.  

Methodology 

For ten Maths lessons implemented whilst conducting this practitioner enquiry, it was 
decided that either a hands-up questioning approach or a no-hands up questioning approach 
would be implemented. When a no-hands up questioning approach was implemented, the 
class teacher used lollipop sticks with children’s names on them to choose who would answer 
each question asked. The class teacher ensured that she gave pupils “wait-time” (Rowe, 
1974) (the time between a teacher asking a question and taking an answer) (cited Harrison 
and Howard, 2009:11), redefined as “think time” (Stahl, 1985 cited in Oral Language 
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Supporting Early Literacy Website) each time she asked students a question to enable all 
students to think about their own response before answering. 

Each questioning approach was implemented on alternating days. For example, if a hands up- 
questioning approach was used during Monday’s Maths lesson, a no-hands up questioning 
approach would be implemented during Tuesday’s Maths lesson. This was to enable a 
comparison between both questioning approaches to be investigated in relation to pupil 
engagement. It was decided that pupil engagement would be measured during the first twenty 
minutes of each of these Maths lessons at five minute intervals through personal 
observations. Observations are beneficial for both practitioners and students as it gives 
teachers opportunities to gauge children’s needs and capabilities to enable them to plan next 
steps of children’s learning journeys (Early Years Matters, 2017). 

Pupil engagement was measured on a scale from one to three where one meant that all 
students were engaged in their learning, two meant most students were engaged and three 
meant that only some students were engaged in their learning. The pupil engagement 
measurements were recorded daily in the form of a table.  

Findings 

During the first three lessons when a hands-up questioning approach was implemented, the 
tables (appendix 1 – tables 1, 3 and 5) show evidence that all students remained engaged in 
their learning during the first five minutes of each lesson. However, after the first five 
minutes, pupil engagement decreased to a measurement of two when only most pupils were 
engaged during these lessons. The evidence drawn from two of these three lessons (tables, 3, 
5) shows that by 11.10am, only some pupils were fully engaged in their learning. It was then 
that strategies had to be put in place by the class teacher to regain pupil engagement in their 
learning again. 

In comparison, during the first three lessons when a no-hands up questioning approach was 
implemented, the tables show evidence that all children were fully engaged for the first 
fifteen minutes of each lesson. At no time during the first twenty minutes of these three 
lessons did pupil engagement decrease to a measurement of three. 

In addition to my findings, pupils’ responses were also gathered to obtain their preferred 
method of questioning (appendix 2).  

Conclusions 

From an analysis of the data collected, it was evident that using a no-hands up questioning 
approach helped to increase whole class pupil engagement during lessons in comparison to 
using a hands-up questioning approach. From evidence gathered based on students’ preferred 
method of questioning, it was clear that the majority of students favoured the no hands up 
questioning approach. (appendix 2)  

Evaluations (appendix 3) show that pupils who did not normally volunteer to participate 
during class discussions and to answer questions asked by the class teacher were more 
enthusiastic to participate when their name was chosen at random using the lollipop stick 
formative assessment technique. Additionally, evaluations showed that using “wait time” 
after each question asked had a positive effect on all learners as they had the opportunity to 
think about their answer and as a result, were more likely to correctly answer mathematical 
questions asked and in doing so, reached two capacities of the Curriculum for Excellence in 
becoming successful learners and confident individuals (Scottish Government, 2016). 
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Implications for Future Practice 

If I were to implement a questioning approach in future practice, I would use the no-hands up 
questioning approach as evidence from this practitioner enquiry proves this was a more 
inclusive approach. This was due to the fact that all children had the opportunity to 
participate during lessons rather than only the children who raised their hands to volunteer to 
participate in class discussions and to answer questions asked by the class teacher. I would 
continue to implement “wait time” between questions being asked and questions being 
answered as Rowe’s (1975) research showed that wait time led to increased participation of 
more pupils, less students refusing to answer questions and more diverse explanations and 
examples being offered (cited Harrison and Howard, 2009:11). 

Although conducting this practitioner enquiry was challenging, it was also very beneficial to 
engage in the process as Donaldson (2011) describes the process as “a way forward” to 
enhance teachers’ own learning and ultimately pupil experiences (GTCS, 2016). The method 
of data collection could have been more rigorous. Rather than simply relying on observation, 
which can be subjective, maybe an audio or video recording of class discussions could be 
considered. This would allow more detailed analysis of the frequency and quality of 
individual’s participation and engagement within the class.  
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Appendix 1 

 

Table 2 
Monday 20th February 2017 

No-Hands Up Questioning Approach 
Time Pupil Engagement 

11.00 1 
11.05 1 
11.10 1 
11.15 2 
11.20 1 
 

Table 3 
Wednesday 22nd February 2017 

Hands- Up Questioning Approach 
Time Pupil Engagement 

11.00 1 
11.05 2 
11.10 3 
11.15 1 
11.20 2 
 

Table 4 
Thursday 23rd February 2017 

No-Hands Up Questioning Approach 
Time Pupil Engagement 

11.00 1 
11.05 1 
11.10 1 
11.15 2 
11.20 2 
 

Table 5 
Friday 24th February 2017 

Hands- Up Questioning Approach 
Time Pupil Engagement 

11.00 1 
11.05 2 
11.10 3 
11.15 3 
11.20 1 
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Table 6 
  Monday 27th February 2017 

No-Hands Up Questioning Approach 
Time Pupil Engagement 

11.00 1 
11.05 1 
11.10 1 
11.15 2 
11.20 2 
 

Table 7 
Wednesday 1st March 2017 

Hands- Up Questioning Approach 
Time Pupil Engagement 

11.00 2 
11.05 2 
11.10 3 
11.15 1 
11.20 2 
 

Table 8 
Thursday 2nd March 2017 

No-Hands Up Questioning Approach 
Time Pupil Engagement 

11.00 1 
11.05 2 
11.10 1 
11.15 1 
11.20 2 
 

Table 9 
Friday 3rd March 2017 

Hands- Up Questioning Approach 
Time Pupil Engagement 

11.00 1 
11.05 2 
11.10 3 
11.15 3 
11.20 1 
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Table 10 
Monday 6th March 2017 

No-Hands Up Questioning Approach 
Time Pupil Engagement 

11.00 1 
11.05 1 
11.10 1 
11.15 2 
11.20 1 
 

Appendix 2 

 

“I like using lollipop sticks because then people don’t shout out , it is not always the 
same people who get picked to answer questions and everyone gets a chance”. 

 

“I like when Miss O’Donnell says no hands up because then your hand doesn’t get 
sore , there’s no shouting out and everyone gets a chance to have a go at answering 
questions”. 

 

“I like Miss O’Donnell using lollipop sticks because everybody gets a turn and no one 
shouts out”. 

 

“I like using lollipops because then nobody shouts out the answer so my head doesn’t 
get sore”. 

 

“I like the no hands up to answer questions rule because then your arms and hands 
don’t get sore. It is exciting to see what name Miss O’Donnell picked from the 
lollipop jar”. 

 

Appen
dix 3 

 

 

 

 

 

Child A participated well today when playing the money combination game. He 
watched while others had turns at choosing coin combinations to make given 
values and was eager to answer when his name was chosen from the lollipop 
jar. 


